
Hi Sister Mary (Others for information and related invitation) 

SHOCKING ME RIGHT OUT OF MY BRAIN:  ANOTHER CONSUMER EXPERIENCE OF THE CATHOLIC 

SOCIETY OF ST PETER AND MAHSOC IN HEALTH AND WELLBEING WEEK, 08-10 APRIL 2014   

BEST PERSONAL LEARNING AWARD SINCE 2007 GOES TO THEM AND ME:  I MAKE A PROPOSAL  

Following our short discussion with a student last Wednesday at the Catholic Society of St Peter, 

about the priest and speaker on ‘Five Roads to Repentance’, I put this in writing as I think it may be 

important for our joint and several understanding of mental health and human rights, to make the 

most of the university and our related community and individual experiences.  I argued on related 

regional planning themes to Patricio Campos, ADP Manager, World Vision Equador, copied to you.   

(Related potential of the Westpac Bicentennial Foundation for strategic planning is addressed later.)    

Apparently 8-10th April is Health and Wellbeing Week and I had found the enlightening MAHSOC 

Mental Awareness and Health Society photograph and messages exhibition and talks on available 

services and practices very positively stimulating. (I hope the young woman whose head I bit was not 

permanently damaged.  Tell her it’s the quiet ones you have to watch.  If another woman or young 

person ever again says to me questions about money are illegitimate I swear I may strangle her.) 

Anyhow, the Catholic priest who spoke this week, if I understood him correctly, believed that if 

somebody wrote a letter slandering you to the heights and widely, including to your face, you need 

not respond directly to his allegations in writing, if you feel yourself right with God as a result of a 

series of actions.  These boiled down to internally questioning one’s relationship to God and sin with 

priestly help.  This must be followed by putting good habits in the place of bad and greater charity.    

These seemed more like five steps than five roads to me.  This is not some mere quibble because 

roads are regional concepts in ways steps are not. (Wasn’t there also something about restitution in 

kind and number?  – always good for research?) Before last Wednesday I had absolutely no idea that 

for the Catholic priest and his flock death is ideally conceived as the fruit of sin and that God never 

intended death.  The definition of sin appeared historically also to relate to the Ten Commandments 

and to ten earlier (Old Testament?) statements related to Catamites, Sodomites, etc. etc. etc. 

When that nice young man asked me what I thought, I said the priest’s view was like that of Michael 

Corleone in the Godfather, and that any moral or related accusation must be responded to for open 

judgment before the appeal to God.   Even if you think your accuser is mad, from my viewpoint, you 

should face him and reply to keep faith with ideal human morality and God.  He may not see himself 

as mad.  These issues appear related to the ideal regional conceptualization, management and 

treatment of mental health, human rights and other matters.   They also seem issues for theology, 

science and technology which have long relationships ideally bent on serving better more broadly.    

An Asian girl beside you whispered an apparently very interesting question to the priest, but she 

whispered so softly I didn’t have a clue what it was.  Perhaps you heard it.  His response related to 

the relationship of repentance with charity.  One assumes this relationship is highly relevant in 

treating death, insurance and related services in theory and practice on Crown lands and beyond.   

(One has just received a hard copy of the Crown Lands White Paper from Trade and Investment.     

Whacko the diddlo.  It is a cracking story.  I’ll tell you more about it after reading ‘It Takes a Village’.)    

As Malcolm Turnbull recently pointed out at a Chinese dinner, 40 years ago, Australia and China did 

not recognize the existence of each other in diplomatic relations.  Now anybody who speaks both 

languages can chat openly together and with others about such matters to the mutual benefit of all 

communities.  I am also looking forward to Bob Carr talking about his budding relationship with 



Hillary Clinton on April 15 at the USyd. Law School in 101 your usual room.  At what time God knows.  

(I hope he talks about Hillary before he gets to Henry Kissinger or I fear I might throw up and leave.)   

Anyhow, I cannot say how much I have enjoyed the presentations of the Catholic Society of St Peter 

since I retired in 2007 and also found out about Lilith in museums in Vienna and Berlin.  (I had also 

forgotten about ‘East of Eden’ until reminded later by Margaret and David on TV). The Catholic 

Society of St Peter have often shocked me to the core many times since, although Father Lanzon, 

speaking on ‘Jesus and the Adulterer’, in which he first read from the Bible about how Jesus met the 

woman at the well, was riveting.  I thought him the winner in all respects and not just because he 

reminded me so strongly of Julien Sorel in ‘The Red and the Black’.  How might his view of the 

institutions of the church and marriage help George Pell and the Pope to reform Vatican finances, 

one naturally wonders? (You recall he denied his was an unconventional view of the institutions of 

the church and marriage.  It seemed to me, however, to be the opposite emphasis of Pell.  Was it?) 

Earlier Catholic Society of St Peter highlights have been hearing about the meaning of natural law; 

hearing three priests speak on how they took the cloth; and hearing about how God seeks babies 

above all else - from two women.  Thus I realized the commonality of His views with the Business 

Council of Australia.  (Too much sport is never enough indeed.  It also explains Murdoch, the man 

who underrated typists.  Today does this happen to graphic designers who are skilled engineers?) 

LET ME MAKE A PROPOSAL WITH FUNDS (HOW OPEN IS MANAGEMENT?) 

In regard to any potential for joint community development operations, I have a lazy $39,000 in a 

six-monthly NAB fixed term deposit (3.15% is the indicative rate).  I wouldn’t like to lose it because I 

might need it before I die.  However, it surely could be put to better use with others in a manner 

more related to achieving state, local and other regional planning and strategic goals better, as 

earlier discussed.  I would love to fund land and health related development in Vietnam, starting 

with the removal of land mines if necessary.  However, I’d also be happy to consider anything else 

for a longer fixed term.  I often assume desertification is the primary global problem and that joint 

activities with many other regions related to this first could also help Australia manage Crown and 

related lands better.  I have no idea how Sydney University develops the funds to support the 

implementation of the Strategic Plan, but will attempt to find out from Bequests, etc.  (Funny how 

nobody ever seems to lack money whenever they want to put up new giant buildings or renovate.) 

 In this context the Westpac Bicentennial Foundation, as described in the Australian Financial Review 

(AFR 3.4.14, p.1) appears a model for related regional community development focused first on 

greener and simpler development need in the village and in related rural and urban planning.   

Apparently it is the largest private education scholarship program in Australia’s history.  The 

scholarships would promote innovation, technical and design expertise, engagement with Asia and 

leadership skills.  It will be focused on graduates seeking to study in Asia and develop skills in 

technology and innovation.  The $100 million will be placed in a charitable trust, and investment in 

markets to provide income to fund annual scholarships in five areas which appear to be science, 

technology and community development related.  Bank leaders said the Asia focus was smart given 

‘that is where our trade and investment has gone’ (AFR 3.4.14, News 6).  How open is management?  

The Vancouver Agreement referred to by Clover Moore and the SBS Codes of Practice 
(2014) were addressed previously in related contexts of regional and local place 
development. A critique of the article ‘Decentralised energy:  What does it mean?’ by David 
Green, CEO of the Clean Energy Council was earlier also attached as a strong warning of 
how some people are prepared to overlook the bleeding obvious historical fact of Australia 



starting as a penal colony, to erect a stupid theoretical edifice to confuse and profit from it 
instead.  (Sister there are a lot of men around like that and I have met more than my share.) 
 
Anyhow, as mother used to say, let us get cracking.   There is no alternative before the Lord 
from my view, that of JP Sartre and others with an opportunity/cost view of time, like Becker. 
 
Cheers 
Carol O’Donnell, St James Court, 10/11 Rosebank St., Glebe, Sydney 
www.Carolodonnell.com.au  
 

http://www.carolodonnell.com.au/

